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Methods of Blood Loss Quantification  
in Major Abdominal Surgery:  
A Narrative Review
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A B S T R AC T
Blood loss in major abdominal surgery is an essential parameter in the evaluation of strategies aimed at reducing perioperative bleeding. 
It is also an important parameter of quality of the surgical procedure, along with postoperative morbidity and mortality, radicality of the 
surgical resection, etc. However, blood loss quantification remains unreliable and inaccurate. 
The methods used to measure blood loss can be categorized as visual estimation, gravimetric method, direct measurement, 
spectrophotometry, calculation methods, colorimetric analysis, and miscellaneous. The aim of this work is to review up-to-date knowledge 
about the various methods of blood loss quantification and then to introduce study, which should compare more methods of blood loss 
quantification in a real surgical setting.
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INTRODUCTION

Blood loss during major abdominal surgery is an essen-
tial parameter in the evaluation of strategies aimed at 
reducing perioperative bleeding such as pharmacologi-
cal interventions, anaesthetic management, and surgical 
techniques. Blood loss estimate is an important parameter 
of quality of the surgical procedure, along with postopera-
tive morbidity and mortality, radicality of the surgical re-
section, number of retrieved lymph nodes, duration of the 
surgical procedure, or some other parameters (e.g. postop-
erative pancreatic fistula in case of pancreatic resections, 
biliary leak in case of liver resection, or anastomotic leak 
in case of biliary reconstruction) (1–4).

Quantified blood loss plays a key role in blood trans-
fusion decisions, along with other information such as 
haemoglobin values and individual transfusion triggers. 
Negative impact of intraoperative blood loss on outcomes 
has been well characterized in many studies. Inappropri-
ate transfusion of blood products is associated with risks 
and influences patient’s outcome (5). Lower blood loss con-
tributes to better perioperative outcomes (6).

It is important and very well-known fact that periop-
erative transfusions affect long-term outcome in patients 
undergoing liver resection for primary liver tumours, 
metastatic colorectal cancer and also in patients undergo-
ing pancreatic resection (7, 8). Blood transfusion produces 
host immunosuppression and has been postulated to re-
sult in adverse outcome for patients undergoing surgical 
resection of malignancies. Blood transfusion is associat-
ed with adverse outcome and this effect is dose-related. 
Even patients receiving only one or two units have a more 
adverse outcome. Blood conservation methods should be 
used to avoid transfusion, especially in patents currently 
requiring limited amounts of transfused blood products 
(7, 8).

However, blood loss quantification remains unreli-
able and inaccurate (9–13). It is noteworthy that loss of 
lower blood volumes is estimated more correctly than 
loss of higher blood volumes. However, large blood loss 
is life-threatening and therefore more relevant in trans-
fusion decisions. The methods used to measure blood loss 
can be categorized as visual estimation, gravimetric meth-
od, direct measurement, spectrophotometry, calculation 
methods, colorimetric analysis, and miscellaneous (5, 14). 
The aim of this work is to review up-to-date knowledge 
about the various methods of blood loss quantification 
and then to introduce study, which should compare more 
methods of blood loss quantification in a real surgical 
setting. 

VARIOUS METHODS OF BLOOD LOSS EVALUATION

There are several methods of blood loss evaluation in sur-
gical procedures. They range from simple visual estimate, 
through more precise methods, e.g. gravimetric method, 
direct measurement method, calculation method to spec-
trophotometric method, which is considered as the most 
precise one. 

Visual estimation of blood loss is still the standard 
method of choice in many cases. It is the simplest method, 
on the other hand, it is also the most inaccurate (15). Apart 
from measuring the volume of the suctioned blood in the 
suction canisters, a visual estimate of blood shed on the 
floor, spread in the surgeons’ gowns and gloves and hidden 
in drapes and sponges must be done. A broad deviation of 
the visual estimates and little coincidence with the actual 
values has been found (15). Over- and underestimations by 
2 or even 3-fold are rather common; underestimations are 
more frequent. A significant trend to overestimate dilut-
ed blood was found. Even though these certain sites were 
known to exhibit diluted blood, e.g. suction canisters. On 
the other hand, laparotomy pads and sponges fully satu-
rated with blood are grossly underestimated. Age, gender 
and length professional experience of the physicians does 
not influence the magnitude of estimation errors. Only the 
professional groups’ estimates differ: anaesthetists tend 
to overestimate, on the other hand orthopaedic or general 
surgeons tend to underestimate the blood loss. Irrigation 
fluids, lymph, bile, serum, ascites, urine, and other fluids 
often combine with lost blood, but do not alter its appear-
ance to an extent that is typically appreciable visually, 
which can affect estimated blood loss (16). Visual estima-
tion of operative blood loss is unreliable and inaccurate. 
No provider specialty, level of experience, or self-assess-
ment of ability is associated with improved estimation 
(17). Very often, visual estimate of blood loss relies on a 
discussion between a surgeon and an anaesthesiologist 
until a consensus is reached (18).

The gravimetric method was first described by Wan-
gensteen (19). It is based on weighing surgical sponges 
before and after surgical use. Estimated blood loss is de-
termined by assessing the weight difference before and 
after use, with every gram of weight equivocal to 1 mL of 
blood loss (18). For minor procedures in which major blood 
loss is not expected, accurate measurement is trivial. For 
procedures in which major blood loss is expected, such as 
during orthopaedic surgery, allogeneic blood transfusion 
is often the mainstay for intraoperative and postoperative 
hemodynamic management, making accurate determina-
tion of blood loss a necessity. The gravimetric method is 
easy but neither precise nor accurate (20), especially with 
increased dilution by rinsing fluid (21, 22).

Direct measurement of blood loss is also a simple and 
long-established method that is mainly used in the field of 
obstetrics (5). A calibrated collection bag with a scale is de-
signed especially for vaginal deliveries. Current blood loss 
can be immediately read from the scale (23, 24). Blood loss 
measurement in vaginal deliveries is especially important 
because studies of maternal deaths show that most deaths 
due to postpartum haemorrhage involve delayed and sub-
standard care in the diagnosis and management of blood 
loss (23).

Delay in the diagnosis and treatment of postpartum 
haemorrhage may result from an underestimation of blood 
loss at delivery. Assessment of postpartum blood loss, 
particularly after vaginal birth, is recognised as difficult. 
Many studies found that visual estimates of peripartum 
blood loss are often inaccurate, showing an overestimation 
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of blood loss at low volumes and an underestimation at 
larger volumes, the magnitude of underestimation typi-
cally increasing with the volume of haemorrhage (25).

When bleeding is excessive but before haemorrhage has 
become catastrophic, appropriate management will take 
place without delay, so reducing the incidence of severe 
postpartum haemorrhage. Study results show significant 
deviations from real blood loss (23). Lack of identification 
of women with excessive postpartum bleeding is a prob-
lem, potentially leading to higher levels of medical inter-
vention if the bleeding progresses to severe haemorrhage.

Calculation Method: Various mathematical approach-
es can be used to calculate blood loss in current clinical 
practice. There are several mathematical formulas and 
they have been modified over time: Nadler, Liu, Mercuria-
li, Bourke, Ward, Gross, Lisander, Meunier, Camarasa, Lo-
pez-Picado. All calculation formulas require an estimation 
of the total blood volume of the patient. The formulas take 
into account height, weight, body surface area and gen-
der of the patient (26, 27). Perioperative red blood cell loss 
(RBCL) is calculated by adding the difference in circulating 
red blood cells from before to after surgery (28–31). The 
formulas take into consideration volume of blood trans-
fusion, they differentiate between autologous and homol-
ogous blood. All blood loss estimation formulas showed a 
significant tendency to overestimate blood loss (5, 9, 32).

Spectrophotometry is the most precise, but also the 
most expensive and complex to use. It is considered to be 
a benchmark for measurement of the blood loss (18). Hae-
moglobin mass loss is assessed in the lost blood using the 
spectrophotometric method.

With this method, intraoperative samples extracted 
from surgical sponges and suction canisters are measured 
postoperatively with absorption spectrometry, enabling 
direct haemoglobin (Hgb) measurement within the sam-
ples. Spectrophotometric measuring of haemoglobincya-
nide is the reference method for haemoglobinometry in 
human blood recommended by the International Council 
for Standardization in Haematology since 1967 (ICSH) 
(33). However, the main drawback of this method is a lack 
of practical and accurate real-time intraoperative EBL as-
sessment. The blood los sis actually calculated after the end 
of the surgical procedure (18).

Colorimetric blood loss estimation – a smartphone 
application (Triton™) developed by Gauss Surgical Inc. is 
able to calculate blood loss by taking photographs of used 
surgical gauze and canisters. The colorimetric technique 
analyses photographic and geometric information from 
relevant areas, with the aim of automatically filtering out 
the effects of non-blood components mixed in each sponge 
and canister and calculating the Hb mass present in the 
gauze or canister from the image. By entering the preop-
erative Hb-level, the blood loss can then be calculated (5). 
This method has been found to be accurate across many 
sponge types and lighting conditions (22) as well as to be an 
accurate determinant of blood loss assessment in adult pa-
tients (21). High degrees of correlation with the reference 
blood volumes were found in several studies, however only 
with limited number of patients (21, 22, 34–37). Large stud-
ies with more patients are needed to confirm these results. 

DISCUSSION

Even though, there are many methods of blood loss quanti-
fication or estimation, no study yet compared more meth-
ods to assess the deviations from the spectrophotometry as 
the most accurate method.

We decided to conduct a clinical trial in order to com-
pare several methods of blood loss quantification or esti-
mation in real surgical settings. The primary aim of the 
trial is to compare several methods of blood loss quanti-
fication, e.g. visual estimation by a surgeon (sEBL) and 
an anaesthesiologist (aEBL), gravimetric method (vGBL), 
calculation method (vCBL), and spectrophotometry in real 
surgical settings. We hypothesized that visual estimation, 
gravimetric measurement, and calculation method will 
significantly differ from measured haemoglobin loss by 
spectrophotometry.

All adult patients who are scheduled for elective liver 
or pancreas surgery in our department are assessed as 
participants of the trial. Signed informed consent must be 
provided. Operating surgeon must have experience with 
at least 200 cases. Patients with coagulation disorder or 
unable or unwilling to participate are excluded. 

Patients are assessed for eligibility in the study, and 
their anthropometric data (height, weight) and clinical-
ly relevant data is recorded prior to the surgery. Venous 
blood samples for blood count (including haematocrit and 
haemoglobin concentrations) are drawn before incision, 
at one hour after closure, and at 24 and48 hours after sur-
gery. All samples are analysed at the central laboratory us-
ing an automated haematology analyser XN-10 (Sysmex, 
Kobe, Japan).

The suction canister is heparinized before surgery 
(10,000 IU of heparin in 100 ml saline solution) to pre-
vent clotting. The total volume contained in the canister 
is measured after the end of the surgical procedure by a 
system capable of determining differences up to ±10 mL 
and weighted by a Kern, PCB 6000-0 with an accuracy of 
±1 g (Balingen, Germany). The sample from the canister is 
analysed for haemoglobin concentrations by spectroscopy 
using the XN-10 (Sysmex, Kobe, Japan), and cell count in 
“body fluid” mode, which is more sensitive to lower cell 
counts in fluids. 

The volume of irrigation fluids used during surgical 
procedure is carefully recorded as well as infusions, in-
jections and transfusion volume. If  necessary, vasoac-
tive agents are titrated to obtain a mean blood pressure 
of >65 mmHg during procedure. All laparotomy pads are 
weighted and counted before and after surgery. At the end 
of the operation, an estimated blood loss is obtained from 
the anaesthesiologist and surgeon. Postoperative compli-
cations are graded based on severity according to the Cla-
vien-Dindo definition (38).

The primary outcome of the trail is to compare several 
methods of blood loss quantification (visual estimation by 
surgeon and anaesthesiologist, gravimetric method, cal-
culation method, and spectrophotometry) in real surgical 
settings.

The anaesthesiologist and surgeon’s estimate of blood 
loss is based on a visual assessment of blood loss in the 
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suction canister and surgical pads after subtracting the 
volume of added fluids, which both know.

The suction canister and surgical pads are weighed 
before and after the surgical procedure. Estimated blood 
loss is determined by assessing the weight difference after 
subtracting weight of added fluids. Every gram of weight 
difference equivocal to 1 mL of blood loss.

For calculation method, López-Picado’s formula (32) is 
used to estimate blood loss based on anthropometric and 
haematological parameters:

=
[ × ( − ) +   ]

where Hcti (initial haematocrit) is the patient’s pre-
operative haematocrit, Hctf (final haematocrit) is the 
patient’s postoperative haematocrit. Postoperative time 
point of the final haematocrit is not specified in the origi-
nal formula, therefore in accordance with another studies 
(1). Hctf in this trail is determined 48 hours after surgery 
or when haematocrit reached the nadir level after opera-
tion. The transfused RBC volume is calculated as follows: 
1 Unit packed homologous blood = 450 mL × haematocrit 
of the transfused blood; 1 Unit packed autologous blood = 
450 mL × haematocrit in the pre-surgical anaesthesia con-
sultation. Hctmean is the mean haematocrit (between Hcti 
and Hctf). EBV is the estimated blood volume determined 
using the ICSH formula (27):

a) Female:
 EBV (mL) = Plasma volume (mL) + red cell volume 

(mL) = [weight (kg)0.425 × height (cm)0.725] × 0.007184  
× 2.217 + age (years) × 1.06

b) Male: 
 EBV (mL) = Plasma volume (mL) + red cell volume 

(mL) = [weight (kg)0.425 × height (cm)0.725] × 0.007184  
× 3.064 − 825

For spectrophotometry as the most accurate method, 
haemoglobin mass loss for each case is calculated using the 
spectrophotometric measured haemoglobin concentration 
from the suction canister. This value is multiplied by the 
total volume of the suction canisters and the calculated 
fluid volume from surgical pads. 

To obtain total lost haemoglobin mass loss:

ℎbMBL = ℎemoglobin concentration from canister × (suction 
canister volume + fluid volume from surgical pads)

where fluid volume from surgical pads is calculated as: 

=

(suction canister volume) × (weight difference of surgical 
                                                        pads before and after use) 

weight of suction canister volume

�luid volume from
surgical pads

where vMBL is measured blood loss in volume units 
(mL).

The blood loss is calculated using measured hemoglo-
bin mass loss (hbMBL) and patient’s average pre- and post-
operative hemoglobin, the vMBL is obtained:

=
ℎ  (  ℎ     )

 (   ) ℎ  (  / )

The sample size calculation is based on the data from a 
previous study (16). According to this study power calcula-
tions revealed that a sample size of 35 pairs would be need-
ed to detect a 2-fold difference between two methods with 
83 percent power to detect the mean difference of 100 mL 
between these two methods. With an expected dropout 
rate over 20%, we plan to enrol 45 patients into the study. 
Patients undergoing elective liver or pancreas surgery will 
be recruited to reach target sample size.

In conclusion, most surgical departments use the sur-
geon and anaesthesiologists’ visual estimations to de-
termine blood loss during surgery. Such an estimate is, 
however, often inaccurate. There is no gold standard for 
determining blood loss in the course of surgical proce-
dures. Determining blood loss accurately in real condi-
tions is a difficult task for many reasons: different suction-
ing techniques, different use of surgical drapes (soaking 
part of the drapes in saline before use), different habits of 
instrumented nurses in the management of flushing flu-
id, different degrees of admixture of lymphatic fluid, bile, 
and ascites in the suctioned fluid throughout the course 
of procedures.

In order to make the measurement of blood loss as ac-
curate as possible, it is necessary to develop a measure-
ment methodology in real conditions that considers the 
above-mentioned problems.

ABBREVIATIONS

aEBL estimated blood loss by anesthesiologist in vol-
ume units (mL)

EBV estimated blood volume
hbMBL measured hemoglobin mass loss in mass units 

(g)
Hcti initial hematocrit, is the patient’s preoperative 

hematocrit
Hctf final hematocrit
Hctmean mean hematocrit (between Hcti and Hctf)
RBC red blood cell
sEBL estimated blood loss by surgeon in volume units 

(mL)
vCBL calculated blood loos in volume units (mL)
vGBL gravimetric blood loss in volume units (mL)
vMBL measured blood loss in volume units (mL)
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Current Diagnosis and Management  
of Acute Pulmonary Embolism:  
A Strategy for General Practitioners  
in Emergency Department
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A B S T R AC T
Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a disease with a relatively good prognosis when diagnosed and treated properly. This review aims to analyse 
available data and combine them into algorithms that physicians can use in the emergency department for quick decision-making in 
diagnosing and treating PE. The available data show that PE can be excluded through highly sensitive clinical decision rules, i.e. Pulmonary 
Embolism Rule-Out Criteria (PERC), Wells criteria, and Revised Geneva criteria, combined with D-dimer assessment. In cases where PE 
could not be excluded through the mentioned strategies, imaging modalities, such as compression ultrasonography (CUS), computed 
tomographic pulmonary angiography (CTPA), and planar ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) scan, are indicated for a definite diagnosis. Once a 
diagnosis has been made, treatment of PE depends on its mortality risk as patients are divided into low-, intermediate-, and high-risk 
cases. High-risk cases are treated for their hemodynamic instability, given parenteral or oral anticoagulant therapy, and are indicated for 
reperfusion therapy. Intermediate-risk PE is only given parenteral or oral anticoagulants and reperfusion is indicated when anticoagulants 
fail. Low-risk cases are given oral anticoagulants and based on the Hestia criteria, patients may be discharged and treated as outpatients.
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INTRODUCTION

Pulmonary embolism is a blockage of the lung vasculature 
by embolic venous thrombi. The exact global incidence 
of pulmonary embolism is unknown, but large surveys 
within countries have estimated that, annually, pulmo-
nary embolism occurs at approximately 1 in 1000 persons 
(1, 2). However, this true incidence of the disease may be 
larger as post-mortem studies have shown that pulmonary 
embolism is found as the mechanism of death in around 
5–10% of cases (3–5). Furthermore, in many cases in which 
an autopsy reveals pulmonary embolism as the cause of 
death, the diagnosis was never made clinically (5–6). 
Hence, a high index of suspicion for the disease along 
with proper steps in diagnosing pulmonary embolism is 
needed.

Additionally, it should be noted that the overall progno-
sis of pulmonary embolism is good, with studies generally 
showing mortality rates of under 10% (7). However, such 
studies mostly assess diagnosed and, hence, treated pul-
monary embolism cases. A review by Cohen et al. reveals 
that of all pulmonary embolism-related death, 59% were 
from undiagnosed and untreated cases, whereas only 7% 
were from those properly diagnosed and treated (8). These 
findings suggests that adequate treatment results in a bet-
ter prognosis and further supports the need of a proper 
strategy in diagnosing and managing patients with pul-
monary embolism.

DIAGNOSIS OF PULMONARY EMBOLISM

Diagnosing pulmonary embolism starts from the clinical 
signs and symptoms of the patient. A meta-analysis by 
West et al. shows that from clinical history, pulmonary 
embolism has a high likelihood ratio if the patient pres-
ents with syncope, current deep vein thrombosis (DVT), 
leg swelling, sudden dyspnea, active cancer, recent sur-
gery, hemoptysis, or leg pain. On the other hand, rarely 
does a pulmonary embolism present without sudden dys-
pnea and tachypnea. A systematic review conducted by 
Stein, et al. found silent PE diagnosed in 1665 of 5233 pa-
tients (32%) with DVT. It was higher found in proximal 
DVT rather than distal DVT (9).

From physical examination, patients with shock have 
a high likelihood of pulmonary embolism (10). Moreover, 
the use of clinical features as a basis for judgement to rule 
in or rule out pulmonary embolism is made more sensi-
tive and specific through scoring tools. Commonly used 
tools include the pulmonary embolism rule-out criteria 
(PERC), Wells score, Revised Geneva score, Simplified Ge-
neva score, and the YEARS algorithm (11).

The American College of Physcians released guidelines 
for ruling out pulmonary embolism using said scoring 
methods as follow (12):

1. Should all physicians assest and decide probability of 
PE (low, intermediate, high) using either a clinical de-
cision tool or gestalt.

2. Wells or Geneva Score are used to determine patient’s 
risk for PE.

3. In low-risk probability of PE patient, PERC are rec-
comended. When the PERC scoring are negative, no 
further test is needed, and PE can be ruled out. When 
the PERC score are positive, do high-sensitivity plasma 
D-dimer test as initial test.

4. Patient with intermediate risk can underwent plasma 
D-dimer test, PERC are not necessary.
a. Patient > 50 years use an age-adjusted threshold 

(age × 10ng/mL) as D-dimer increased with age. 
b. D-dimer lower than treshold no need further imag-

ing test.
c. Patient with raised D-dimer should do imaging test.

5. Patient with high risk of PE should skip the D-dimer 
test and underwent imaging studies. 
a. CTPA are reccomended when there is no contra - 

indication. 
b. V/Q lung scanning can be used when CTPA is un-

available or contraindicated.

The Wells score assesses seven factors and associates 
each factor with a certain point (Table 1). There were 3 tier 
(low, moderate, or higher) or 2 tier (likely or unlikely) 
models that physician can use. In three tier model, score 
0–1 are considered low, score 2–6 are considered moderat-
ed, while >6 are considered high. In two tier model other-
wise, <4 score are unlikely, while ≥4 score are likely (13). 
A meta-analysis by Bass et al. reveals that the sensitivity 
and specificity of the criteria ranges from 60% to 70% and 
from 60% to 80% respectively (14, 15). Further, in the orig-
inal study by Wells et al., the combination of a low prob-
ability Wells criteria alongside a negative D-dimer testing 
was found to have a negative predictive value of 99.5% (16). 
A meta-analysis supports the notion that combining Wells 
criteria and D-dimer testing increases sensitivity to 99.7%, 
although the specificity decreases dramatically (15). This 
indicates that performing Wells criteria alone is likely in-
sufficient, which other scoring tools should be considered. 
ESC also recommending Wells score supported by D-dimer 
results to rule out PE (17).

The revised Geneva score is another clinical decision 
tool for the diagnostic workup of patients suspected with 
pulmonary embolism. It consists of nine variables, and 
each are given points accordingly (Table 2). If the accumu-
lation of points results in 11 or higher, then the patient has 
a high probability of pulmonary embolism (18). The scor-
ing was further simplified so that each item were given 

Tab. 1 Wells score (11, 13). 

Factors assessed Points
An alternative diagnosis is less likely than  
pulmonary embolism

3.0

Clinical signs and symptoms of deep vein  
thrombosis (DVT)

3.0

Tachycardia (heart rate > 100 beats/min) 1.5
Immobilization or surgery in previous four weeks 1.5
Previous DVT or pulmonary embolism 1.5
Hemoptysis 1.0
Active malignancy 1.0
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of the YEARS algorithm in primary healthcare is 98.2% 
and 60.55% respectively (25).

As has been mentioned, the addition of D-dimer test-
ing increases sensitivity. However, besides the YEARS al-
gorithm, the other scoring systems do not explicitly state 
the recommended cut-off value for D-dimer. A study by 
Riley, et al. shows widely used D-dimer manufacturer have 
their own cut-off (mostly 200 ng/mL and 500 ng/mL). 
Physicians and laboratorians should pay attention on 
what D-dimer assay they uses (26). Geersing et al. includes 
studies that combine the Wells criteria with a qualitative 
D-dimer cut-off, a fixed cut-off, an age-adjusted cut-off, 
or pre-test-probability-adjusted cut-off. These cut-offs 
are also combined with the Revised Geneva criteria (25). 
The definition of the cut-offs are listed in (Table 3). In 
all of those combinations, it is found that the sensitivity 
remains high, ranging from 96% to 99% (25). Hence, any 
combination with the aforementioned cut-offs can be used 
to exclude pulmonary embolism.

In cases where pulmonary embolism could not be ex-
cluded through clinical decision rules and D-dimer as-
sessment, further testing is required. According to the 
European Society of Cardiology (ESC) 2019 guideline for 
pulmonary embolism, several imaging techniques are 
available to accept or reject the diagnosis of pulmonary 
embolism (27). The recommended imaging modalities 
include computed tomographic pulmonary angiography 
(CTPA), planar ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) scan, and com-
pression ultrasonography (CUS) (27).

A meta-analysis reveals that CTPA has a sensitivity of 
94% and a specificity of 98% (28), thus making it an excel-
lent diagnostic modality for pulmonary embolism. A sim-
ilar high sensitivity and specificity is also found in V/Q 
scans (28). However, both of these modalities incorporate 
radiation and thus proposes a risk to the patient. On the 
other hand, proximal vein CUS does not use radiation. This 
tool is used to find evidence of deep vein thrombosis and 
can be used as an indirect tool to diagnose pulmonary em-
bolism. This is due to the presumption that the majority of 
pulmonary embolism arises from DVT. A positive finding 
has a sensitivity of 49% and a specificity of 96% for diag-
nosing pulmonary embolism (28). Another study supports 
the notion that in suspected patients, either clinically or 
through positive D-dimer testing, a positive vein CUS has 
a specificity of 99% (29). Thus, in such cases, CUS can be 
used to rule-in pulmonary embolism. An overall algorithm 
to diagnose pulmonary embolism is presented on Figure 1.

Tab. 2 Revised and simplified Geneva Score (11, 18, 19).

Factors assessed Points  
(Revised)

Points
(Simplified)

Age > 65 years 1 1
Previous DVT or pulmonary embolism 3 1
Surgery or fracture within 1 month 2 1
Active malignant condition 2 1
Unilateral lower limb pain 3 1
Hemoptysis 2 1
Heart rate of 75–94 beats/min 3 1
Heart rate of 95 beats/min or more 5 2
Pain on lower-limb deep venous  
palpation and unilateral edema 4 1

one point, excluding heart rate ≥ 95 beats/min which is 
given two points, and a result of more than and equal to 
five indicates a high probablity of pulmonary embolism. 
It was found that the simplification of the scoring system 
does not affect its diagnostic value (19). Further studies 
have shown that a revised Geneva score of 10 or less when 
combined with a negative D-dimer test have a sensitivity 
of nearly 100% (20, 21). Hence, exclusion of pulmonary 
embolism in such circumstances can be supported.

The PERC criteria comprises of an eight-item question-
naire, which are (22, 23):

1. Is the patient’s age ≥ 50 years old?
2. Is the patient’s heart rate ≥ 100 times per minute?
3. Is the pulse oxymetry reading < 95% while on room air?
4. Is there hemoptysis?
5. Is the patient taking exogenous estrogen?
6. Is there a prior history of venous thromboembolism 

diagnosis?
7. Has the patient had recent surgery or trauma within 

the last 4 weeks?
8. Does the patient have swelling in one leg?

If all questions are answered as ‘no’, it is regarded as 
PERC negative, whereas if one or more questions are an-
swered as ‘yes’, it is regarded as PERC positive. A negative 
PERC criteria when combined with a low initial clinical 
suspicion of pulmonary embolism, i.e. a physician’s im-
plicit estimation of pulmonary embolism is less than 15%, 
reduces the probability of venous thromboembolism to 
less than 2% (22). Thus, pulmonary embolism can be ruled 
out in such cases.

The YEARS clinical decision rule combines both pre-
senting clinical manifestations and D-dimer values. Pa-
tients are clinically assessed for the following items: clini-
cal signs of DVT, the presence of hemoptysis, and whether 
pulmonary embolism is the most likely diagnosis. In pa-
tients with none of the abovementioned items and a D-di-
mer less than 1000 ng/mL, pulmonary embolism can be 
excluded. On the other hand, patients with one or more 
items, a D-dimer less than 500 ng/mL supports the ex-
clusion of pulmonary embolism (24). A meta-analysis by 
Geersing et al. reveals that the sensitivity and specificity 

Tab. 3 D-dimer cut-offs (25).

D-dimer test Defined as negative if D-dimer level is …
Qualitative test Shown negative on device
Fixed cut-off < 500 ng/mL

Age-adjusted  
cut-off

Patients < 50 years old: < 500 ng/mL
Patients ≥ 50 years old: < (age × 10) ng/mL

Pre-test- 
probability- 
adjusted cut-off

Wells criteria ≤ 4: < 1000 ng/mL
Wells criteria ≤ 6: < 500 ng/mL
Revised Geneva criteria ≤ 5: < 1000 ng/mL
Revised Geneva criteria ≤ 10: < 500 ng/mL
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Fig. 1 Diagnostic algorithm for pulmonary embolism (11, 22, 25). Abbreviations: PE = pulmonary embolism;  
PERC = pulmonary embolism rule-out criteria; CUS = compression ultrasonography; CTPA = computed tomographic  
pulmonary angiography; V/Q scan = ventilation/perfusion scan.

MANAGEMENT OF PULMONARY EMBOLISM  
IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

RISK STRATIFICATION
Pulmonary embolism management is guided by the sever-
ity of the case, which is divided into three risk categories: 
high, intermediate, and low. Further scoring systems have 
been developed to measure the prognosis of patients, the 
most commonly used are the Pulmonary Embolism Severi-
ty Index (PESI), which has later been simplified (27, 30, 31). 
These scoring assess multiple factors and each factor are 
coupled with a certain weighted point. Higher accumu-
lation of points indicates more severe cases, i.e. a higher 
risk of death within 30 days (30, 31). Both the original and 
simplified versions of the PESI, along with their interpre-
tations, can be found in (Table 4).

In stratifying patients into high-, intermediate-, and 
low-risk pulmonary embolism, a combination of the PESI 
or simplified PESI (sPESI) score, along with findings of 
hemodynamic instability, right ventricular dysfunction, 
and elevation of cardiac troponin levels are incorporated. 
Hemodynamic instability is defined as at least one of the 
following clinical presentation: (1) cardiac arrest, (2) ob-
structive shock (systolic blood pressure < 90 mmHg or 
requirement of vasopressors to maintain blood pressure 
≥ 90 mmHg despite adequate filling status, along with 
findings of end-organ hypoperfusion), or (3) persistent 

hypotension (systolic blood pressure < 90 mmHg or systol-
ic blood pressure drops by ≥ 40 mmHg, lasts > 15 minutes, 
and not caused by new-onset arrhythmia, sepsis, or hy-
povolemia). Right ventricular dysfunction can be detected 
through transthoracic echocardiography or CTPA (27).

A high-risk pulmonary embolism is characterised by 
hemodynamic instability. In intermediate-risk pulmonary 
embolism, the patient is hemodynamically stable, but PESI 
or sPESI are > 85 or ≥ 1, respectively. This can also be com-
bined with findings of right ventricular dysfunction or 
elevated cardiac troponin levels. In low-risk pulmonary 
embolism, none of the above parameters are found (27). 
Table 5 provides a summary of the stratification of pulmo-
nary embolism mortality risk.

MANAGEMENT OF HIGH-RISK PULMONARY 
EMBOLISM
Initial management for high-risk pulmonary embolism in-
clude respiratory support and hemodynamic correction. 
Respiratory support is indicated in patients with oxygen 
saturation less than 90%. Oxygen therapy can be given 
through high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) or mechanical 
ventilation (27). The use of HFNC is found to increase ox-
ygen saturation and decrease respiratory rate in a couple 
of hours after initiation (32, 33). Further, its use is found 
to be superior to that of conventional nasal cannula (32). 
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Tab. 4 Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index (30, 31). 

Factor assessed Original version Simplified version
Age Age in years = points 1 point (if > 80 years)
Male + 10 points –
Cancer + 30 points 1 point
Chronic heart failure + 10 points

1 point
Chronic pulmonary disease + 10 points
HR ≥ 110 beats/minute + 20 points 1 point
Systolic BP < 100 mmHg + 30 points 1 point
RR > 30 breaths/minute + 20 points –
Temperature < 36 °C + 20 points –
Altered mental status + 60 points –
Arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation < 90% + 20 points 1 point
Interpretation Point accumulation Point accumulation

• ≤ 65: very low 30-day mortality risk (0–1.6%)
• 66–85: low 30-day mortality risk (1.7–3.5%)
• 86–105: moderate 30-day mortality risk (3.2–7.1%)
• 106–125: high 30-day mortality risk (4.0–11.4%)
• > 125: very high 30-day mortality risk (10–24.5%)

• 0: 30-day mortality risk 1%
• ≥ 1: 30-day mortality risk 10.9%

Abbreviations: HR = heart rate; RR = respiratory rate

Tab. 5 Stratification of pulmonary embolism severity (27).

Risk
Indicators

Hemodynamic instability PESI > 85 or sPESI ≥ 1 RV dysfunction Elevated cardiac troponin levels
High + + + +
Intermediate − + +/− +/−
Low − − − −

Abbreviations: PESI = Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index; sPESI = simplified Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index; RV = right ventricular.

Non-invasive mechanisms should be attempted first and 
intubation is reserved for refractory cases (27).

Hemodynamic instability due to acute right ventricu-
lar failure can be treated by increasing volume and/or the 
use of vasopressors. A ≤ 500 mL fluid challenge can be giv-
en in cases where central venous pressure is low (27, 34). 
However it should be noted that excessive fluid may cause 

further deterioration of right ventricular function as it 
increases wall stress and induces further ischemia (35). 
Pharmacological approach through vasopressors and 
inotropes can also be considered. The ESC guideline rec-
ommends the use of norepinephrine, 0.2–1.0 mcg/kg/
minute, and/or dobutamine, 2–20 mcg/kg/minute (27). If 
dobutamine is used, it is recommended to also incorporate 

Tab. 6 Hestia exclusion criteria (11, 27).

Questions

Is the patient haemodynamically unstable?

Is reperfusion therapy necessary? 

Is there an active bleeding or high risk of bleeding?

Does the patient need > 24 hour of oxygen supply to maintain oxygen saturation > 90%? 

Is pulmonary embolism diagnosed while patient is taking anticoagulant treatment? 

Is there severe pain which needs intravenous pain medication for > 24 hours? 

Medical or social reason for treatment in the hospital for >24 hours (infection, malignancy, or no support system)? 

Does the patient have a creatinine clearance of <30 mL/min?

Does the patient have severe hepatic impairment?

Is the patient pregnant? 

Is there a documented history of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia? 
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norepinephrine as dobutamine has a vasodilatory effect 
that could cause further hypotension (27, 36). On the 
other hand, norepinephrine can be given as a mono-
therapy (37).

Further, in patients with a high clinical probability of 
pulmonary embolism (refer to the Wells or Geneva men-
tioned on the previous section), initial anticoagulation 
can be administered even before the results of diagnos-
tic tests. Parenteral anticoagulation is the recommended 
approach and patients are administered subcutaneous 

low-molecular weight heparin (LMWH; e.g., enoxaparin 
1 mg/kg every 12 hours) or fondaparinux (7.5 mg once 
daily for patients weighing 50–100 kg) or intravenous 
unfractionated heparin (UFH) (27). Studies have found 
that LMWH and fondaparinux have a lower risk for bleed-
ing compared to UFH (38–40). Moreover, the efficacy 
of LMWH and fondaparinux are similar to that of UFH 
(38–40). Other options that can be considered include 
non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants and vitamin 
K antagonists (27).

Fig. 2 Initial management of pulmonary embolism based on risk stratification (11, 27). Abbreviation: PE = pulmonary embolism;  
SaO2 = oxygen saturation; PESI = Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index; sPESI = simplified Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index;  
RV = right ventricular; DOAC = direct oral anticoagulant.
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The primary treatment for high-risk pulmonary em-
bolism is reperfusion. The mainstay of treatment is sys-
temic thrombolysis. However, a percutaneous catheter 
approach and a surgical embolectomy are also viable op-
tions. A couple of meta-analyses found that, in acute pul-
monary embolism which includes high-risk pulmonary 
embolisms, systemic thrombolysis was found to reduce 
mortality when compared to the use of UFH alone (41, 42). 
However, studies also found increased risk of major bleed-
ing in patients who underwent systemic thrombolysis 
(41, 42).

Thrombolysis is optimally given within 48 hours 
post-onset, but can still be beneficial up to 2 weeks after 
onset of symptoms (27). Several approved thrombolyt-
ic regimens include recombinant tissue-type plasmino-
gen activator (rtPA; 100 mg over 2 hours), streptokinase 
(250,000 IU loading dose for 30 minutes, continued 
by 100,000 IU/hour for 12–24 hours), and urokinase 
(4,400 IU/kg loading dose for 10 minutes, followed by 
4,400 IU/kg/hour over 12–24 hours) (27). It should be 
noted that before undergoing systemic thrombolysis, 
contraindications must be assessed (e.g., active bleeding, 
history of stroke, intracranial neoplasm) (27, 43). Surgical 
pulmonary embolectomy and percutaneous catheter-di-
rected treatment is reserved for cases where systemic 
thrombolysis is contraindicated or has failed (27).

MANAGEMENT OF INTERMEDIATE-RISK  
PULMONARY EMBOLISM
In intermediate-risk pulmonary embolism, anticoagula-
tion treatment, whether orally or parenterally, along with 
hospitalisation for monitoring is usually sufficient (27). 
Routine thrombolytic therapy is not recommended and it 
is only performed in patients who develop hemodynamic 
instability (27). A trial by Meyer et al. shows that in inter-
mediate-risk pulmonary embolism, thrombolytic therapy 
increases the risk of major bleeding and stroke when com-
pared to treatment with anticoagulation alone (44). How-
ever, other studies have also shown that catheter-direct-
ed thrombolysis are as safe as anticoagulation treatment 
only and is able to improve patients’ condition (marked 
by improvement of hemodynamic parameters) (45–47). 
Nonetheless, in the long term, no difference in mortality 
between catheter-directed thrombolysis and anticoagula-
tion treatment alone is found (45).

MANAGEMENT OF LOW-RISK PULMONARY 
EMBOLISM
Low-risk pulmonary embolism are treated by administra-
tion of direct oral anticoagulant therapy (11, 27). A further 
decision that needs to be made in low-risk populations is 
whether hospitalization is necessary or if patients can be 
discharged early (27). Several studies have shown that low-
risk patients can be safely and effectively treated as outpa-
tients using direct oral anticoagulants (48, 49). However, it 
is recommended to further stratify low-risk patients using 
the Hestia exclusion criteria, which consists of 11 criterion 
(Table 6). If any of the questions asked is answered ‘yes’, 
then the patient should be hospitalised (27, 50).

MANAGEMENT IN SPECIFIC POPULATION
In pregnant patient, CUS can be considered in order to 
avoid radiation. Perfusion scintigraphy in pregnant pa-
tient with normal chest X-ray to rule out PE. LMWH are 
recommended during pregnancy without shock or hy-
potension. For patient with cancer who diagnosed with 
PE, subcutaneous LMWH are recommended for first 
3–6 month, except for high-risk PE. After then, LMWH 
still can be continued, switched to VKA, or discontinued. 
This decision should be made carefully after considering 
the success of anti-cancer therapy, risk of recurrence of 
VTE, bleeding risk, and patient’s preference (17). 

CONCLUSION

Patients with pulmonary embolism that comes into the 
emergency department, when diagnosed and treated in a 
timely manner, have a good prognosis. There is a breadth 
of clinical manifestations related to the disease which has 
further been simplified into scoring systems, i.e. PERC, 
Wells criteria, or Revised Geneva criteria, that can be uti-
lised to exclude and diagnose pulmonary embolism. The 
initial supporting test needed is D-dimer, whereas im-
aging modalities are reserved in cases where pulmonary 
embolism still can’t be excluded after clinical and D-dimer 
tests. Treatment of pulmonary embolism is based on risk 
stratification into high-, intermediate-, and low-risk cases. 
Hemodynamic status along with oxygen saturation should 
be corrected and anticoagulants are given to every case. 
Reperfusion therapy is only mandated in high-risk cases 
and are given in other risk groups only if anticoagulants 
fail or contraindicated. In low-risk cases, consider early 
discharge for patients that fulfil the Hestia criteria.
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The Evaluation of Training Oral and 
Maxillofacial Trainees in Head and Neck Cancer 
Doctor-Patient Communication Using the 
Patient Concerns Inventory
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A B S T R AC T
Head and neck cancer has a significant impact on a patient’s health related quality of life (HRQOL). The head and neck specific Patient 
Concerns Inventory (PCI-HN) has been utilised to enhance doctor-patient dialogue in routine consultations. To date there has been no 
formal training for oral and maxillofacial surgery (OMFS) surgical trainees in the use of the PCI-HN in consultations. The aim of the study 
was to evaluate training for OMFS surgical trainees in the use of the PCI-HN, using simulated follow-up HNC consultations, in order to 
improve doctor-patient communication skills.
Material and methods: Ten oral and maxillofacial surgical trainees completed actor simulated HNC consultations before and after training.  
A study-specific mark scheme was developed based on the ComOn-Coaching rating scales and used to score the doctor-patient interaction. 
A group debrief afterwards explored the trainee’s experiences of the training and consultations. 
Results: All trainees showed an improvement in doctor-patient communication scores following their training. Overall, the six participants 
who were Specialty registrars, year 3 (ST3) or above, scored higher, than the four Specialty registrars, year 1–2 (ST1-2). The scores were 
higher if fewer PCI-HN items were discussed (3–4). The most frequently avoided PCI-HN items were intimacy and relationships. The 
trainees considered that their training was useful for organising their consultations and for providing holistic care. 
Conclusion: Although training improved surgeon-patient communication, further evaluation is required with a larger number of trainees 
and actual consultations in clinic.
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INTRODUCTION

Health related quality of life (HRQOL) is severely impact-
ed by the diagnosis, treatment and recovery from head and 
neck cancer (HNC) (1, 2). HRQOL encompasses not only 
physical/functional, emotional and social areas but also 
includes more existential considerations such as well-be-
ing, purpose and spiritual elements (1). For HNC patients, 
effective doctor–patient communication in consultations 
is of critical importance. Good patient-centred communi-
cation can reassure, provide for sharing of information, 
increase adherence to management plans, lead to better 
patient satisfaction and improve outcomes (3–5). The Roy-
al College of Surgeons has identified effective communi-
cation with patients as a key domain in providing Good 
Surgical Care (6).

The PCI-HN is an established prompt tool to help elicit 
patient concerns in routine HNC consultations (7); it is a 
56-item prompt list completed by patients prior to their 
HNC consultation. The PCI-HN was first published in 2009 
(8), and has been shown subsequently to be feasible as a 
cost-effective tool that improves health-related quality of 
life outcomes (9, 10). The PCI-HN helps empower patients 
by providing a holistic tool that allows them the opportu-
nity to raise issues they wish to talk about in their con-
sultation (9). The possibility of the PCI-HN increasing the 
duration of consultations, especially in busy routine clin-
ics, has been perceived as a potential barrier to its use by 
clinicians. In fact, when used by consultants, the PCI-HN 
made little difference to consultation length, if anything, 
tended to reduce it slightly overall (11).

An essential aspect of using the PCI is effective doc-
tor-patient communication that has a patient-centred ap-
proach. This approach to consultations requires a doctor to 
communicate in an individualised and holistic style that is 
respectful and empowers the patient (12). A patient-centred 

focus has been shown to improve functional outcomes and 
HRQOL, patient satisfaction, increased adherence to man-
agement plans and perceived quality of care (13). There is 
recognition by oral and maxillofacial surgeons (OMFS) of 
the importance of further training in doctor-patient com-
munication for HNC consultations (14). There has been no 
specific training for OMFS trainees in the use of the PCI-
HN in HNC consultations, so we developed a novel training 
intervention.

The aim of the study was to evaluate the efficacy of 
specific doctor-patient communication skills training for 
OMFS surgical trainees in the use of the PCI-HN during 
simulated follow-up HNC consultations. We also explored 
the trainee’s experiences of the training and consultations.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

OMFS specialist registrars across all years of training 
were recruited during their allocated Deanery study day 
which provided the training. Approval for the study was 
obtained from the Yorkshire Deanery. Participation in the 
study was voluntary and all ten registrars provided con-
sent for audio-visual recording and were included in the 
study.

The training intervention had four phases: 
1. Consultation with a simulated HNC patient (Scenario 

A or B). This provided an opportunity for the trainee to 
communicate in their ‘normal’ style.

2. A focused interactive session was led by the OMFS 
consultants (SR, and AK). This session consisted of 
(a) a discussion of the trainee’s challenges concern-
ing doctor-patient communication during follow up 
HNC consultations (b) a video of the use of the PCI-HN 
and doctor-patient during a simulated follow-up HNC 
consultation (c) a discussion of the importance of 

A Establish doctor-patient relationship 0 1

B
Agenda Setting

Prioritise patient choice of items for discussion 0 1

C

Empathic communication

Encourage patient’s expression of thoughts and feelings 0 1

Validate patients’ thoughts and feelings 0 1

D

Information giving

Clear explanation to patient about their concern 0 1

Awareness that patient understands explanation 0 1

E
Action planning

Provide opportunity for shared agreement on management plan 0 1

F

Wrap up

Check that all patient’s concerns have been addressed 0 1

Provide arrangements for follow up 0 1

G Overall consultation organised and structured 0 1

Total score

Fig. 1 The study-specific mark scheme utilised to score simulated consultations (0 = absent, 1 = present).
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doctor-patient communication with a patient-centred 
focus and (d) a discussion of the experiences of the 
consultants in the use of the PCI-HN and doctor-pa-
tient during follow-up HNC consultations.

3. Two consultations with a simulated HNC patient (Sce-
nario C or D, followed by Scenario E or F).

4. Group debrief to allow trainees to reflect and consoli-
date learning from the day. 
The simulated patients throughout the training day 

were professional actors with previous experience of un-
dergraduate medical exams. Prior to the study day, these 
actors underwent virtual training in the specific needs of 
HNC patients, which included teaching from OMFS Con-
sultants and real-life patients. For each Scenario, there 
was a specific detailed script for the simulated patient 
(Appendix-Scenarios used) and this included a relevant 
completed PCI-HN to identify the patient’s concerns. All 

consultations were video-recorded, and the doctor-pa-
tient communication was analysed using a study spe-
cific mark scheme (Fig. 1, developed by JS and EW). The 
ComOn-Coaching rating scales (15), which provides a 
short and reliable instrument for the assessment of real 
consultations in oncology and is sensitive to change by 
training in doctor-patient communication, was adapted to 
align with a widely-used consultation model used in the 
UK (16).

Each video was scored independently by two mark-
ers and any differences were resolved by discussion to 
achieve consensus. The group debrief was audio-recorded 
and transcribed. The transcripts were coded by template 
analysis to identify the key themes, with illustrative quo-
tations (17). The transcript was independently analysed by 
two researchers and any differences were resolved by dis-
cussion to achieve consensus.

Fig. 2 An example PCI sheet utilised by actors and trainees during this study day.
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Tab. 1 Demonstrates overall scores categorised by scenario, training 
level and PCI items covered.

Number of participants Total score (%) (SD)

Scenario

A 5 73.2 (19.7)

B 7 74.4 (11.5)

C 5 81.2 (12.6)

D 6 85.8 (9.6)

E 5 83.7 (8.1)

F 7 84.2 (7.5)

Training level

Below ST3 12 75.9 (6.2)

ST3 or above 23 82.8 (13.6)

Number of PCI items

3 or 4 12 85.6 (12.7)

5 15 77.2 (12.4)

6 8 78.7 (7.9)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The overall scores were summarised and presented as 
mean and standard deviation (SD), by scenario, training 
level and number of PCI-HN items. To investigate the im-
pact of factors on the overall scores, linear mixed effect 
models were conducted using the overall scores as the 
dependent variable, including scenario, training level 
and number of PCI-HN items as independent variables. 
A random intercept was included to adjust for cluster-
ing effect within each trainee. Five modelling strategies 
were employed to assess the effect for a combination of 
the three factors. The coefficient estimates along with 95% 
confidence interval were reported from each modelling 
strategy. R version 4.0.3 was used for data management 
and analysis.

RESULTS

A total of ten trainees took part in this training day, four 
of whom were ST1-2, the remaining six were ST3 or above. 
Table 1 and Figure 3 summarise the overall consultation 
scores, categorised by scenario utilised, level of training 
and number of PCI-HN items discussed during the consul-
tation. These results show improved scores for all trainees 
in scenarios following PCI-HN training (scenarios C, D, E 
or F). Trainees at a higher level of training (ST3 or above) 
also had higher scores overall. In general, those consul-
tations where fewer PCI-HN items were explored (3–4) 
resulted in higher scores than those where more PCI-HN 
topics were covered (5–6).

The primary outcome of overall consultation score was 
analysed using a linear mixed effect model including fac-
tors such as scenario, training experience and number of 
PCI-HN items covered. The model included participants 
as a random intercept to adjust for clustering effect due 
to participants taking part in multiple scenarios. Each of 

Fig. 3 Demonstrates overall scores categorised by scenario, training 
level and PCI items covered.
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these three factors has been included in a separate model, 
and combined factors were investigated to assess potential 
impacts on overall score. The results show scenarios D, E 
and F resulted in higher scores in comparison to scenario 
A. Scenario B and C also showed improvement in compar-
ison to scenario A, but the difference was not statistically 
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Tab. 2 Coefficient estimate from different modelling strategy using linear mixed effect model. 

Coefficient estimate (95% CI)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Scenario

A Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference

B 3.6 (−6.9, 14.1) 4.0 (−6.6, 14.6) 1.2 (−10.0, 12.4)

C 7.8 (−2.9, 18.5) 8.2 (−2.5, 19.0) 10.2 (−1.1, 21.5)

D 15.1 (4.4, 25.9) 15.4 (4.6, 26.2) 15.7 (4.7, 26.8)

E 13.5 (2.8, 24.1) 13.8 (3.1, 24.5) 17.4 (5.0, 29.8)

F 13.6 (3.4, 23.8) 13.7 (3.5, 23.9) 10.9 (0.03, 21.7)

Training

Below ST3 Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference

ST3 or above 5.9 (−4.3, 16.2) 6.0 (−4.8, 16.8) 3.8 (−6.5, 14.1)

Number of PCI items

3 or 4 Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference

5 −4.7 (−13.9, 4.5) −6.4 (−15.6, 2.9)

6 −3.0 (−13.4, 7.4) −9.9 (−22.0, 2.2)

significant due to the small group of participants involved 
(see Table 2).

The most frequently avoided items discussed during 
these consultations were intimacy (5) and relationships 
(4). Whilst work and finance (3) and pain or recurrence (2) 
were also avoided. Overall, 54.3% (19 of 35) scenarios had 
no avoided items. The simulated patients were instructed 
to discuss all items highlighted on their PCI-HN agenda, 
meaning lack of items discussed was resultant of trainees’ 
navigation of the conversation.

The key themes identified by the group were:

(a) The PCI-HN had an impact on the trainee’s organisation 
of their consultations:

 “My initial station was kind of here and there and then 
you kind of pick up, you know, an organised way of 
how to speak to the patients and address their concerns 
so I felt much happier after.”

 “Yeah, I felt I struggled, actually. Well just because 
there was [sic] about 12 ticks and I was trying to …. One 
in the afternoon I said ok, well, there is quite a lot here 
we will try and get through as many as we can what are 
your priorities and so on.”

(b) The training increased trainee’s awareness of the im-
portance of doctor-patient communication, especially 
patient-centredness and holistic patient care:

 “I had not thought about the way patients perceive 
things before …”

 “There is a very practical nature to doing that clin-
ic. I think today is useful because it has reinforced 
all the other factors around it for some it’s social and 
relationships.”

 “We don’t often explore those avenues of why particu-
larly do you think that and how do you think that so I 
don’t know how much my patients have been missing 
out to be honest.”

(c) The experiences and anecdotes of clinicians who regu-
larly use the PCI-HN during doctor-patient communi-
cation was greatly valued by the participants: 

 “I liked the story about the shoes … he said that there 
was a patient who was concerned about their appear-
ance, bought some shoes which made them feel better 
about themselves and I think I had not thought about 
the way patient’s perceive things that perhaps chang-
ing their clothes could have a big impact on them.”

DISCUSSION

All trainees benefited from the training, not only in con-
sultation scores but, as revealed by the group debrief 
session, in an appreciation for patient concerns and how 
clinicians should work with patients in shared decision 
making about their treatment and cancer care. As expect-
ed, those further into their surgical training (ST3 or above) 
had a higher baseline and post-training consultation 
scores than more junior colleagues. This mirrors research 
with general surgery residents in the United States (18), 
and demonstrates that some background doctor-patient 
communication skills are learnt during surgical training 
regardless of specific training. However, consistent ed-
ucation throughout surgical training years can allow in-
dividuals to focus on different aspects of communication 
through time with a layered learning approach. This work 
provided a basis for consultation training in surgery, and 
it is the first time that the PCI-HN has been included in 
this setting.

Our study has revealed that the most frequently avoid-
ed PCI-HN items were intimacy and relationships. It is well 
reported that one third of patients suffering with HNC 
have reduced sexual interest or enjoyment after treatment 
(19) and specific intimacy questionnaires exist to quanti-
fy the impact on HRQOL of these concerns in HNC (20). 
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Lack of clinicians’ knowledge about how to respond to 
questions regarding these topics may be to blame for the 
avoidance of discussion, including signposting to appro-
priate services. Highlighting available resources within 
clinics and ensuring surgeons are trained in discussing 
these personal items could minimise the long-term impact 
of these concerns and result in improved HRQOL of HNC 
patients and their families. 

There are limitations that we must keep in mind when 
interpreting the results. The study included OMFS train-
ees from only one region (Yorkshire) and actors with dif-
ferent levels of experience during the simulated medical 
training. The study was relatively small and lacked statis-
tical power to distinguish small differences; the actors had 
no previous experience with the use of the PCI-HN and it 
is possible that they tried to make the consultations more 
challenging for the trainees. Additional preparation for 
the mock consultations with the actors, and refinements 
to their simulation, would help provide a more realistic 
model. 

The use of consented patients is worth exploring as 
they might provide a more accurate representation of the 
doctor-patient interaction. Future inclusions of trainees 
from other regions and specialties (including Ear, Nose 
and Throat surgical trainees) will allow for the develop-
ment of specialty-specific training packages. It is an ex-
pectation that surgeons early in their consultant career 
possess a range of skills for communicating in doctor‐pa-
tient consultations. Methods for assessing interpersonal 
communication include checklists, patient surveys and 
examinations (21). Checklists can be used in assessment of 
interactions with real or simulated patients (21). The PCI-
HN has been validated in head and neck cancer patients 
and may provide specialty-tailored consultation training 
(9). Simulated clinics with real patients have been used for 
a long time in general practice (22) and may assist with 
the development of communication skills. This approach 
is still underdeveloped in surgical training. 

The score of consultations with multiple PCI-HN items 
were lower than those with fewer PCI-HN items. When 
patients present with multiple issues, the doctor-patient 
interaction can be challenging. In patients with a history 
of treatment for head and neck cancer, there is no con-
sensus on how to manage these challenging interactions. 
The General Practice policy of one issue per consultation 
may increase levels of stress and anger, which in turn will 
impact on communication (23). The trainees felt that the 
PCI-HN gave them an opportunity for an ‘upfront agenda 
setting’ that allowed both parties to agree to address the 
most important issues within the time constraints.

The PCI-HN training hosted by experts in the field 
during the study day incorporated example video consul-
tations with model PCI-HN use, the opportunity to discuss 
tactics for its use and anecdotes of successful implementa-
tion. A mixture of didactic teaching, visual resources and 
informal seminars allowed those with different learning 
styles to benefit from the session. Formalisation of video 
resources into 10-minute consultation appointments and 
the opportunity to receive one-to-one real time feedback 
were areas trainees highlighted for possible improvement 
during the study day. 

Whilst the PCI-HN was developed within Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery (OMFS), it is being adapted and de-
veloped for use in other specialities including Ear, Nose 
and Throat (ENT) and Oncology. To ensure maximum 
benefit to patient and clinicians, appropriate training in 
its use and guidance, from senior clinicians already using 
the toolkit, is invaluable.

CONCLUSION

In terms of improved holistic consultations for HNC pa-
tients, both the PCI-HN and the PCI-HN specific simulated 
training have clear merits. Not only does the training give 
trainees the ability to effectively use the PCI in practice but 
also it provides a broader view of the patient’s perspective. 
In future, training days within further surgical specialities 
can be modelled from this event. 
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APPENDIX – SCENARIOS USED

SCENARIO A
48-year-old, female, operating theatre nurse assistant, 
working in the hospital and mother of three kids from 
8–14 years old.

Past medical history:
– Asymptomatic multiple sclerosis.
– 2 years post-treatment for right maxillary sinus ade-

noid cystic carcinoma. This was excised with positive 
nerve margins and had radiotherapy. Following that 
she had wound breakdown and had 3 operations for 
reconstruction including a free flap. Following that she 
had right eye enucleation following poor healing and 
eye problems. She now wears a prosthesis.

In the clinic for her 3 monthly reviews, for cancer sur - 
veillance.

She is very concerned about cancer coming back, espe-
cially since she has an area of fluid discharge under the eye 
prosthesis. Recently her husband and family noticed her 
low mood and they feel she is depressed.

She is very worried about financial issues (especially 
since her kids are getting older).

She is still very angry that she was misdiagnosed by her 
GP and that delayed her treatment.

SCENARIO B
53-year-old male, leaves with partner, worked as a bank 
manager in full-time work.

Past medical history:
– 8 months post-surgical treatment for maxillary squa-

mous cell carcinoma. Had a low-level maxillectomy and 
an obturator.

In clinic for his monthly cancer surveillance appointment.
He is very worried about his weight. He is unable to 

eat-his poor-fitting obturator is painful.
Also, when he is at work, drinks will come out of his 

nose. His voice is different, and this is very embarrassing 
for him. He had to leave from his workplace last week be-
cause he could not face his clients.

He wants to know if he had the right treatment and if 
his problems with the obturator can be solved in the clinic.

The specialist nurse mentioned that he told her he is 
struggling to sleep.

SCENARIO C
62-year-old retired engineer, married with 3 adult chil-
dren. Lives with his wife.

Past medical history:
– Diabetic-well controlled.
– Hypertension on regular medication.

2 months ago – had extensive mandibular resection 
and reconstruction with fibula free flap and immediate 
implants.

This is his first clinic appointment after hospital 
discharge.

Problems:
His teeth feel different – as his ‘bite’ has changed.
Worried that his new bone has moved from the ini-

tial position – He ‘knows’ that for sure as he used to be an 
engineer.

Also, his left leg (donor site for fibula) – feels heavy. 
There is bleeding/smell/ discharge on his leg dressing – 
His community nurse told him that he has a leg infection.

He liked to go for a walk but he feels very tired now.
He wants to know when he will have his ‘teeth’ back – 

upset as he seems to be waiting for a long time.

SCENARIO D
66-year-old male. Retired long-distance driver, married 
and lives with his wife.

Past medical history:
– Haemophilia.

4 years ago, he had floor of mouth cancer treated with bi-
lateral neck dissection, reconstruction with free flap and 
post-operative radiotherapy.

He has extensive osteoradionecrosis and had several 
debridement operations.

In clinic for his 4 monthly cancer surveillance 
appointment.
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Problems:
Hole on his neck with communication with his mouth. 

Pain that needs regular morphine. Unable to eat solid 
food. Heard a noise and his jaw seems to be moving. Jaw 
shifted to the left. Food and saliva are coming through 
his neck.

He is angry that the cancer treatment destroyed his qual-
ity of life. He is unable to eat out. Does not enjoy his 
food and he is unable to swallow. He feels that life is not 
worth living now. Worried that his wife cannot cope 
with him, and he is concerned about his marriage. He 
feels that he cannot be intimate with his wife anymore, 
but he is embarrassed to discuss it.

SCENARIO E
32-year-old male, University lecturer, leaves with his male 
partner for the last 8 years.

Past medical history:
– Right tongue cancer was treated 9 months ago with 

surgery, neck dissection, free flap reconstruction from 
his left thigh and post-operative chemoradiotherapy.

In the clinic for his monthly cancer surveillance appoint- 
ment.

Problems/concerns:
Still unable to eat, can only manage small pieces of solid 

food. Does not feel ready to go back to his university 
work. He is worried about his speech. He is very wor-
ried that he will not be able to lecture again and that he 
will not be able to go back to work. With his partner, 
they bought a house and worried about the mortgage 
payments.

He read that HPV cause cancer and wants to be tested for 
that. He is worried that his male partner may get can-
cer too.

He loved swimming but his shoulder stiffness is a problem. 
Wants to know what can be done.

He is not a smoker or drinker and wants to know why he 
had cancer. Worried that the cancer will come back.

SCENARIO F
42-year-old lawyer and mother of two young daughters. 
Currently off work.

Past medical treatment:
– Kidney transplant when she was 36 on immunosup-

pression (tacrolimus).
– 9 months post-treatment for gingival cancer. She had 

surgery with teeth extractions, neck dissection and 
postoperative radiotherapy to her neck.

In the clinic for her monthly cancer surveillance appoint- 
ment.

Problems/concerns:
The neck scar feels tight and painful during the cold 

weather. Likes to cover it. Does not like the look of it – 
it reminds her of ‘the cancer’. 

Had clinical psychology input but worried that she will not 
see her daughter going to university. Has ‘no-one’ to 
talk to about that and her family does not seem to help 
her.

Worried that it was the spicy food (as she is of Indian ori-
gin) that caused her cancer.

She wants to know if she can have ‘gene testing’ – she read 
that cancer is hereditary and wants to ‘prevent’ her 
kids from getting cancer.
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Self-reported Side Effects  
of SARS-CoV-2 Vaccination

Josef Finsterer1,*, Danice Hertz2

A B S T R AC T
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines are often promoted as safe. However, real world data tell a different story. The aim of this study is to investigate 
the type and frequency of adverse reactions to SARS-CoV-2 vaccination in a randomly selected cohort of unrelated individuals. Adverse 
reactions to the first/second dose of a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine were recorded using an online reporting system called “Pabbly”. Patients were 
asked via social media to report any symptoms temporarily associated with vaccination. One hundred subjects were enrolled. The mean 
age was 42.6 years (range: 12–74 years). Ninety-one percent were female. The latency period between vaccination and onset of symptoms 
ranged from zero to 18 days. The most commonly reported symptoms were tingling/vibration/tremor (79%), numbness (57%), heart 
problems (53%), muscle weakness/muscle pain (45%), dizziness (44%), headache (44%) and fatigue (43%). Three patients developed small 
fiber neuropathy. Three patients had COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Of the included subjects, 37% had to be hospitalized. Overall, SARS-
CoV-2 vaccination is not without side effects, regardless of the product used. In most cases, the reported side effects were not  
life-threatening, but one third of study participants experienced serious side effects requiring hospitalization and intensive care. 
Manufacturers of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines should respond appropriately to reports of adverse reactions associated with SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination.
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INTRODUCTION

Vaccination with SARS-CoV-2 vaccines is generally well 
tolerated, but in some cases mild or severe adverse reac-
tions may occur (1). These side effects may occur within 
a few days after vaccination (acute COVID-19 vaccination 
syndrome (ACVS)) or weeks or months after vaccination 
(post-acute COVID-19 vaccination syndrome (PACVS)) (2). 
Although health care workers in most health care systems 
are required to report such side effects to health authori-
ties, publishing side effects of SARS-CoV-2 vaccinations is 
contrary to political intentions in many countries. This is 
because politicians are called upon to overcome the pan-
demic, and the most widespread strategies implemented 
are vaccination, testing, social distancing and lockdowns. 
Since vaccination is promoted to be the best way to control 
the pandemic, there is an urgent need to have an effective 
and safe weapon at hand. However, real-world data in-
creasingly suggest that adverse reactions to SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination are occurring, which may be a reason why the 
targeted vaccination rates are not being achieved in many 
countries. The following cohort study was conducted to 
investigate in a real-world setting which symptoms occur 
in vaccinated subjects in temporal relation to vaccination.

METHODS

The data was collected as part of an online survey called 
“Pabbly”. “Pabbly” was created by one of the co-authors 
who had technical computer skills. The subjects were ac-
tively asked via social media to report their side effects of 
the vaccination to Pabbly. These patients were members of 
private Facebook groups for those affected by vaccination. 
The information collected was then retrieved and placed 
into a spreadsheet format to make it easier to interpret and 
extract better personal health information. All subjects 
who provided their individual epidemiological data and 
completed the questionnaire correctly were included. Pa-
tients who provided incomplete or inconclusive individual 
information were excluded. It was not recorded whether 
these symptoms resolved spontaneously, persisted, or re-
quired therapeutic intervention with partial or complete 
resolution. The study adhered to the tenets of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki.

RESULTS

A total of 100 participants completed the online survey. 
Ninety-one percent of the participants were female. The 
average age of the 97 participants who reported their age, 
was 42.6 years (range: 12–73 years). In terms of race/eth-
nicity, 88% were white, 5% Hispanic, 3% African Ameri-
can, 2% Asian, and 1% each Pacific Islander and Alaskan 
Native respectively (Figure 1). Of the 100 participants, 49% 
received the Moderna vaccine, 43% received the Pfizer vac-
cine, 5% received the J&J vaccine, and 3% received the As-
tra Zeneca vaccine (Figure 2). The latency period between 
vaccination and onset of symptoms ranged from zero to 
18 days. In 86% of cases, side effects occurred within the 

first 7 days after the vaccination. Side effects occurred in 
74 patients after the first dose and in 26 patients after the 
second dose. The most commonly reported symptoms in-
cluded tingling/vibrations/shaking feeling in 79%, numb-
ness in 57%, heart issues in 53%, muscle weakness/muscle 
pain in 45%, dizziness in 44%, headache in 44%, gener-
alized fatigue in 43%, stomach discomfort in 42%, brain 
fog in 39%, involuntary twitching in 36%, limb tremor in 
29%, blood pressure abnormalities in 27% and tinnitus in 
20% of the cases (Figure 3). In addition to these symptoms, 
other less commonly reported complaints have been not-
ed, including visual disturbances, insomnia, temperature 
regulation issues, lymphadenopathy, menstrual irregular-
ities, arthralgias, hypersensitivity to light and sound, skin 
rashes and burning sensations. Small fibre neuropathy 
was reported in 3 patients. Most patients had a unique set 
of symptoms. Of the 100 participants, 37% required hos-
pitalization due to the severity of their complaints. How-
ever, some patients with serious side effects were not hos-
pitalised because they were not taken seriously or because 
hospital capacity was reduced. Three percent of the cohort 
had COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Fourteen patients re-
ceived the second dose despite experiencing side effects 
after the first dose. 

DISCUSSION

The study shows that each of the licensed SARS-CoV-2 
vaccines can be associated with adverse reactions. In the 

Fig. 1 Ethnic distribution of the included patients in percent.
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  Pacific Islander,  
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Fig. 2 Frequency of vaccine brands used in the study.
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majority of these cases, the adverse reactions were not 
life-threatening, but in isolated cases serious side effects 
were observed, requiring hospitalization in about one 
third of the subjects. In view of these results, individuals 
should be informed about possible side effects before vac-
cination and, if they occur, patients should be taken seri-
ously, and the side effects carefully reported and analyzed.

There is increasing evidence from non-industry-sup-
ported studies that SARS-CoV-2 vaccinations are not free 
of side effects and that all available, commercial brands can 
be complicated by ACVS or PACVS in previously healthy 
subjects, but even more so in subjects with pre-existing 
illnesses (3–5). In general, side effects of SARS-CoV-2 vac-
cination may be specific or non-specific. Specific side ef-
fects may manifest themselves in the central and periph-
eral nervous system (CNS/PNS), heart, intestines, blood 
coagulation system, lymphatic system, bone marrow, or 
skin. According to published data, the most common CNS 
complications to SARS-CoV-2 vaccination include sinus 
venous thrombosis, headache (6–7), acute disseminated 
encephalomyelitis (ADEM) (8), acute encephalitis (9), 
and transverse myelitis (10). PNS complications follow-
ing SARS-CoV-2 vaccinations include Guillain-Barre syn-
drome (GBS) (11). Cardiac complications of SARS-CoV-2 
vaccinations include acute myocardial damage, myocar-
ditis or perimyocarditis (12, 13). Gastro-intestinal side 
effects of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination include autoimmune 
hepatitis, nausea, and vomiting (7). There is a report of a 
fatal pulmonary embolism one day after the first dose of 
the AstraZeneca vaccine. The lymphatic system can react 
with lymphadenopathy (7, 14). Bone marrow problems can 
manifest as hemolytic anemia (10) or immune thrombocy-
topenia. Dermatological manifestations following SARS-
CoV-2 vaccination include bullous rash (15), erythema (7), 
zoster, angioedema, wheals, scaly plaques, erythematous 
patches, and macules and papules (16, 17). Non-specific 
side effects include fever, fatigue, arthralgia, swelling, 
chills, warmth, myalgia and local injection site reactions 
including induration, tenderness and itching (7, 18, 19). 
These previously reported nonspecific side effects are con-
sistent with those reported in the present study. In a sin-
gle-blind, randomised, controlled, phase 2/3 trial of 160 
participants receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine, fatigue, 

headache, myalgia, and malaise were the most common 
side effects, but these manifestations were age-dependent 
(18). In a post-marketing study of 3732 participants who 
received the Moderna vaccine, the most common side ef-
fects reported after the first/second dose were injection 
site pain (93.1/92.4%), headache (44.6/70.2%), and fatigue 
(47.9/67.8%) (20).

The predominance of Moderna in the present study 
could be explained by the availability of this vaccine in 
the areas where an adverse reaction was reported. How-
ever, the availability of vaccines was not recorded for this 
study. The preponderance of women may be explained by 
a presumed greater interest among women in reporting 
their complaints. Women may also have stronger auto-
immune tendencies. There is limited data on how often 
patients with side effects from SARS-CoV-2 vaccination 
require treatment, what treatment is used, and how many 
of those treated benefit. At present, there are currently 
very limited treatment options available for these adverse 
reactions. According to available data, a third of patients 
required hospitalization, which could place an additional 
burden on healthcare systems. There is therefore a need 
to develop new vaccines with fewer side effects and better 
tolerability.

The main limitation of the study is the small number 
of patients enrolled. The second limitation is that the en-
rolment procedures relied on selection bias. A third lim-
itation is that no control group was included. Further 
limitations of the study are that no data were collected for 
medical clarification of the symptoms and the duration 
between onset and follow-up care was not documented. 
It remains unknown how many of the subjects reported 
their post-vaccination complaints to the “Vaccination Ad-
verse Event Reporting System” (VAERS). 

In conclusion, SARS-CoV-2 vaccination is not without 
side effects, regardless of the product used. In the case of 
this study, most side effects were not life-threatening, but 
one third of the subjects with complaints experienced se-
rious adverse reactions that required hospitalization and 
intensive care treatment. Physicians should be aware that 
COVID-19 vaccination carries the risk of ACVS and PACVS 
and should take patients’ post-vaccination complaints se-
riously. These reactions should be thoroughly documented 

Fig. 3 Frequency of the most common side effects reported by the 100 included patients.
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and reported to the appropriate health authorities, includ-
ing VAERS, as well as to the vaccine manufacturers. Man-
ufacturers of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines are urged to take side 
effects seriously and be cautious when promoting their 
current products for all age groups or for multiple booster 
vaccinations.
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Commonly Misdiagnosed Facial Lesion: 
Pilomatricoma
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A B S T R AC T
Pilomatricoma, also known as Pilamatrixoma or Malherbe’s calcifying epithelioma, is a benign skin tumour with a bimodal age distribution 
between the paediatric and elderly age groups. Although it was previously thought to be rare, recent studies have revealed that it is quite 
common. Typically, pilomatricoma is diagnosed following histopathological examination of the lesion as it is frequently misdiagnosed with 
other types of skin pathology. In our case, the child presented with painless swelling of the left infraauricular region. The initial cytology and 
imaging were unable to provide a definite diagnosis. An excision biopsy was done, and a histopathological examination was suggestive of 
Pilomatricoma. Therefore, Pilomatricoma ought to be considered in the differential diagnosis of head and neck lesions in hopes of providing 
a better understanding on this pathological lesion.
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INTRODUCTION

Malherbe and Chenantais, in 1880 described a benign skin 
lesion which was called the calcifying epithelioma (1). For-
bis and Helwig later discovered through histopathological 
examination that the lesion originated from the matrix 
cells of hair follicles (2, 3). Since then, this benign lesion 
was referred to as “Pilomatricoma” or “Pilomatrixoma”, 
which typically manifest in the first or second decade of 
life. A slight predominance of females was reported. Most 
of this entity manifested as a single slow-growing, pain-
less, firm mobile lesion. Due to its origin, it adhered to the 
skin but not the underlying tissue. It is commonly found in 
the head, neck, and upper extremities, particularly on the 
face (4) and was typically small, measuring less than 5 cm. 
Although not uncommon, it was frequently misdiagnosed 
as other facial lesions such as sebaceous cysts, dermoid 
cysts, foreign body reaction, calcified lymph nodes, fat 
necrosis and cartilage (1, 4). It was diagnosed post-opera-
tively by identifying islands of epithelial cells containing 
basophilic cells, ghost cells, and, on rare occasions, foreign 
body giant cells and calcifications during histopathological 
examination (5). The only treatment is surgical resection. 
It rarely recurs or progresses to cancer. This case report 
aims to raise awareness of this tumor so that it is not over-
looked in the differential diagnosis.

CASE REPORT

A previously healthy 11-year-old boy presented with a two-
week history of left infraauricular swelling. He was other-
wise well. No other ear, nose or throat symptoms were re-
ported. There were no constitutional or B symptoms (this 
is the full name. It’s a triad of symptoms namely fever, 
night sweat and significant weight loss which may suggest 
of lymphoma). No recent sick contact or similar episode in 
the family. The child’s immunization record was up to date, 
and his developmental milestone was according to age.

On examination, a 1 × 1 cm firm, non-tender, mobile, 
painless swelling was found in the left infrauricular region. 
There were no overlying skin changes or palpable neck 
nodes. Other examinations were normal. He was treated 
as an infected sebaceous cyst and was given a course of 
oral antibiotics. However, he defaulted the follow-up due 

to logistic issue. He returned to us seven months later due 
to persistent swelling. The lesion remained the same size 
with no signs of inflammation or infection. Blood infective 
parameters and tuberculosis screening were within nor-
mal parameters.

Ultrasonography demonstrated a well-defined hetero-
geneous solid lesion in the subcutaneous area of the left 
infraauricular region measuring 0.7 × 1.3 cm (Fig. 1). Fine 
needle aspiration (FNAC) of the lesion revealed acellular 
squames.

The child then underwent excision of the left infraau-
ricular mass. Intraoperatively the lesion was superficial, 
measuring 1.0 × 1.0 cm, and located beneath the subcuta-
neous tissue (Fig. 2). The histopathological examination of 
the lesion showed features suggestive of pilomatricoma. 
Fig. 3 showed aggregates of foreign body type multinucle-
ated giant cells intermixed with anucleated shadow cells. 

Fig. 1 Ultrasonography of a well-defined heterogeneous solid lesion 
measuring 0.7 × 1.3 cm.

Fig. 2 Histopathological examination of the lesion showing 
aggregates of foreign body type multinucleated giant cells 
intermixed with anucleated shadow cells.

Fig. 3 Nodules of anucleated shadow cells and calcification, with 
cholesterol cleft.
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DISCUSSION

The majority of Pilomatricoma studies revealed bimodal 
age distribution. It usually peaked in the first two decades 
or between the ages of 40 to 60 (4, 6). It is commonly found 
in children. 40% occur before the age of ten, and 20% oc-
cur between the age of eleven to twenty (7). It is slightly 
more common in female (7, 8). The common locations of 
Pilomatricoma were the head and neck, upper extremities, 
trunk, and lower extremities (2–4). In addition to that, 
40% of them were discovered on the head, particularly in 
the cheek or palpebral area (4, 7). Nonetheless, despite its 
frequency, preoperative diagnosis was only achieved in 
approximately 28.9 to 43 percent of cases due to non-spe-
cific presentation and imaging (4).

The most common presentation of Pilomatricoma was 
solitary, firm, painless swelling, as noted in our case. The 
lesion commonly located in the deep dermis or subcutane-
ous layer (3, 4). This gave them the characteristic of skin ad-
herence but mobile from the below structure (1). Due to the 
presence of blood vessels in the lesion, some will have blu-
ish-red discoloration (7). “Tent sign” was a unique feature 
of Pilomatricoma. It was caused by tumoral calcification 
in the skin caused by excessive tension, resulting in tense 
skin with multiple facets and angles (3, 4). Although the le-
sion was usually solitary, it can present as multiple nodules 
in 2-9 percent of cases (4). Multiple lesions were common 
in people with genetic diseases (8). The genetic disease that 
was commonly associated with pilomatricoma were Gard-
ner syndrome, myotonic dystrophy and Turner Synrdome 
(7). Turner Syndrome and myotonic dystrophy account for 
42% of genetic diseases associated with Pilomatricoma (7).

Ultrasonography is the most commonly used method 
because it is non-invasive, non-radiative, inexpensive, and 
quick, making it ideal for use in children. In ultrasound, 
the lesion appeared as well-defined, ovoid, hypoechoic, 
heterogenous masses with or without posterior shadow-
ing (7). In our case, an ultrasound revealed a well-defined 
heterogeneous solid lesion measuring 0.7 × 1.3 cm in the 
subcutaneous area of the infraauricular region. Computed 
tomography is another imaging option for Pilomatricoma, 
although it is non-specific (9), with well-defined subcuta-
neous mass seen with mild to moderate enhancement with 
calcifications. 

The classical cytological triad features of Pilomatrico-
ma include basaloid cells, ghost cells and giant cells, albeit 
present in only 40% of cytology (7). Moreover, only 44% 
of the lesions can be correctly diagnosed using FNAC (7) 
which results in a diagnostic dilemma. In our case, FNAC 
revealed acellular squames, whereas histopathological ex-
amination revealed a triad of basaloid epithelium, ghost 
cell, and giant cell, indicating Pilomatricoma.

Differential diagnosis for Pilomatricoma include seba-
ceous cysts, dermoid cysts, foreign body reaction, calcified 

lymph nodes, fat necrosis and cartilage (1, 4). The majority 
of them are difficult to distinguish based on history and 
clinical examination, and will require a histopathological 
examination.

It is worth noting that, Pilomatricoma does not regress 
on its own and cannot be treated using pharmacological 
treatment (6). The primary treatment for it is complete 
surgical resection. Because the preoperative diagnosis is 
usually speculative, surgical resection is typically deemed 
for diagnostic confirmation. Additionally, a low recur-
rence rate of 0–3% (6) had been documented, usually 
caused by incomplete resection (7). Recurrence in this en-
tity occur between a year and a decade after resection (4). 
In view of the low recurrence rate, long-term follow-up 
is not required. Yet, malignancy must be ruled out in pa-
tients suspected of Pilomatricoma recurrence, albeit rare 
and involving the elderly age group (4). So far, only one 
case of malignant transformation in children with Pilo-
matricoma has been reported (4). In the same vein, a safe 
surgical margin of 1–2 cm is required for the excision of 
pilomatricoma carcinoma as it has been reported to me-
tastasize. Hence, long-term follow-up is warranted post- 
resection.

CONCLUSION

Pilomatricoma is a relatively common benign skin tumour 
in children, which is frequently overlooked. However, by 
increasing the awareness, more research can be carried 
out to better understand this entity. 
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Tortuosity and Pulsatility of the Tibial Artery – 
Two Case Reports of a Rare Etiology  
of Tarsal Tunnel Syndrome
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A B S T R AC T
Tarsal tunnel syndrome is a neuropathic compression of the tibial nerve and its branches on the medial side of the ankle. It is a challenging 
diagnosis that constitutes symptoms arising from damage to the posterior tibial nerve or its branches as they proceed through the tarsal 
tunnel below the flexor retinaculum in the medial ankle, easily forgotten and underdiagnosed. Neural compression by vascular structures 
has been suggested as a possible etiology in some clinical conditions. Tibial artery tortuosity is not that rare, but only that it affects the 
nerve can cause tarsal tunnel syndrome. Therefore, a study care must be taken to avoid false-positive errors.
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INTRODUCTION

The tibial nerve passes through the medial side of the an-
kle and branches into the medial plantar nerve, lateral 
plantar nerve and medial calcaneal branch (1). This area 
is called the tarsal tunnel and is composed of the posterior 
tibial tendon, long flexor tendon of the fingers, neurovas-
cular bundle and flexor hallucis longus tendon (medial to 
lateral) (1, 2).Therefore, small changes in this space can 
easily result in neuropathy (2).

Tarsal tunnel syndrome (TTS) is a neuropathic com-
pression of the tibial nerve and its branches on the medial 
side of the ankle and, although descriptions of TTS symp-
toms vary, most authors consider symptoms of acute pain, 
pain when standing in standing or walking for a long time, 
numbness, paresthesia or burning sensations involving 
the foot (1, 3). It occurs for various etiologies and the fre-
quency of different etiologies varies in the literature and 
the cause of compression is detected in about 60–80% 
(2, 3). The causes of tarsal tunnel syndrome can be (3):

– Bone disorders: talocrural and subtalar arthritis; ar-
thropathy with synovitis and talocalcaneal synostosis; 
stalk support; fracture sequelae; change in static foot 
posture.

– Tendon disorders: tendinopathy and flexor tenosyno- 
vitis.

– Vascular disorders: tibial artery tortuosity, venous aneu-
rysms, and varicose plantar veins.

– Idiopathic.
– Expansive lesions: ganglion cysts, particularly epineu-

ral, soft tissue tumors, including intracanal lipoma, 
and tumors of neural origin.

–  Muscle
● Supernumerary muscles: accessory soleus muscle, 

medial fibulocalcaneus muscle and, mainly, accesso-
ry digital flexor muscle.

● Muscle hypertrophy: abductor hallucis muscle or 
flexor hallucis muscle.

– Trauma: bone diseases, ligament injuries, flexor reti-
naculum thickening, hematoma, fibrosis and iatrogen-
ic nerve damage

Tarsal tunnel syndrome is a challenging diagnosis that 
constitutes symptoms arising from damage to the posteri-
or tibial nerve or its branches as they proceed through the 
tarsal tunnel below the flexor retinaculum in the medial 
ankle, easily forgotten and underdiagnosed (4). According 
to electrophysiological investigations, the prevalence of 
tarsal tunnel syndrome is registered 0.4–0.5% (5).

We demonstrate two cases of tarsal tunnel syndrome 
caused by tibial artery pulsatility and tortuosity, a situa-
tion first reported by Kim et al. (2) in 2010.

CASE REPORT 1

A 62-year-old woman reported pain, tingling and numb-
ness in the medial region of the ankle for a year, with 
worsening for two months, worsening when walking or 
standing for a long time. She reports pain on palpation in 

Fig. 1 Color Doppler ultrasound showing tibial artery tortuosity 
(yellow arrow) compressing the tibial nerve (white arrow) 
characterizing tarsal tunnel syndrome caused by tibial artery 
pulsatility and tortuosity.

Fig. 2 Color Doppler ultrasound showing tibial artery tortuosity 
(yellow arrow) compressing the tibial nerve (white arrow) 
characterizing tarsal tunnel syndrome caused by tibial artery 
pulsatility and tortuosity.

the region, limiting the variety of shoes, using only sneak-
ers. Denies diabetes mellitus. On physical examination, 
she has no limitation in movement of the joint, but has a 
positive Tinel’s sign. 

Ankle ultrasound detects the tortuous tibial artery in 
contact with the tibial nerve and compressing it accord-
ing to its pulsation, characterizing tarsal tunnel syndrome 
caused by the pulsatility and tortuosity of the tibial artery 
(Video; Figures 1 and 2). The ultrasound also detects tibial 
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nerve thickening cross-sectional area of the tibial nerve 
was 0.20 cm2.

She was treated with physiotherapy for four months 
reporting great improvement of numbness and pain (in-
forms about 80%), but still having some episodes of tin-
gling. She also reports wearing a variety of shoes that she 
was unable to use.

VIDEO
Video is available at: https://youtu.be/WxbyzIfzY4M. Col-
or Doppler ultrasound showing tibial artery tortuosity 
compressing the tibial nerve characterizing tarsal tunnel 
syndrome caused by tibial artery pulsatility and tortuosity.

CASE REPORT 2

A 55-year-old woman reported pain, tingling and numb-
ness in the ankle for two months. Refers worsening when 
standing for a long time and walking. Informs difficult in 
wearing shoes due to pain in the region. Denies diabetes 
mellitus. On physical examination, she has no limita-
tion in movement of the joint, but has a positive Tinels 
sign. 

Ankle ultrasound detected the tortuous tibial artery in 
contact with the tibial nerve and compressing it according 
to its pulsation. Also, is detected compression of the tibial 
nerve by varicose plantar veins. Both causes of compres-
sion characterizes causes of tarsal tunnel syndrome (Fig-
ures 3 and 4). The ultrasound detects tibial nerve thicken-
ing cross-sectional area of the tibial nerve was 0.20 cm2. 
Doppler ultrasound of lower limbs confirmed the varicose 
plantar veins.

The patient started treatment muscle strengthening, 
physiotherapy and compression socks and after three 
weeks she has no symptoms. She also reports wearing 
shoes that she stopped to use.

DISCUSSION

Reliable diagnosis requires confirmation of focal pathol-
ogy of the tibial nerve in the tarsal tunnel (6). Due to the 
superficial location of the tunnel, the resolution obtained 
with ultrasonography is considerably better than that ob-
tained with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (6). When 
the syndrome of the tarsal tunnel is suspected, ultrasonog-
raphy should be performed routinely (1, 3). Ultrasonogra-
phy with the Tinel test should be performed by touching 
the nerve to induce symptoms, as if positive, it suggests 
the diagnosis of tarsal tunnel syndrome (3).

Neural compression by vascular structures has been 
suggested as a possible etiology in some clinical conditions 
(2). Tibial artery tortuosity is not that rare, but only that 
it affects the nerve can cause tarsal tunnel syndrome (3). 
Therefore, a study care must be taken to avoid false-pos-
itive errors (7). As dynamic analysis is possible with ul-
trasonography, arterial pulsation is easily assessed (7). 
Nerve compression is worsened by plantar flexion, and 
it is attributable to the shift in the deformed angle of the 

posterior tibial artery (8). This type of information is use-
ful in determining the positional relationships of expan-
sive lesions in the tarsal tunnel and the tibial nerve (1).

A burning sensation or numbness in the feet is a dis-
order frequently encountered by physicians (2). Patients 
often complain of sensory disturbances, localized or ra-
diating pain, burning pain, paresthesia, and abnormal 
temperature perception (2). The most common differential 
diagnosis is plantar fasciitis (7). Plantar fasciitis usually 
presents a pain and symptoms not related to neural com-
pression (7). To avoid a trap, one must keep in mind the 
cause of tarsal tunnel syndrome is one that compresses, 
displaces or touches the nerve (7).

Several causes of tarsal tunnel syndrome can be as-
sessed by ultrasound with the patient static, such as 

Fig. 3 Color Doppler ultrasound showing tibial artery tortuosity 
compressing the tibial nerve (white arrows) characterizing tarsal 
tunnel syndrome caused by tibial artery pulsatility and tortuosity.

Fig. 4 Grayscale ultrasound showing varicose plantar veins 
compressing the tibial nerve (white arrows).
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accessory ossicles, synovitis, ganglion cysts, gout, mus-
cular hypertrophy, foreign bodies, and postoperative 
changes. However, vascular causes, as in the case depict-
ed, require dynamic assessment, and in the case of talar 
dislocation, there is a need for assessment with the patient 
in orthostasis. If these evaluations are not carried out, the 
diagnosis of the cause of tarsal tunnel syndrome will not 
be made (7).

There is no accurate treatment for tarsal tunnel syn-
drome caused by a pulsatile tibial artery. Performing con-
servative treatment helps to establish a good relationship 
with the patient and allows the surgeon to evaluate the 
patient for a period to see improvement and observe ad-
herence (9). The objective of conservative treatment is to 
reduce pain and inflammation and relieve strength, com-
pressive in the tibial nerve (9). The medication often used 
consists of oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) or analgesic paracetamol in many situations (9). 
Gabapentin, pregabalin, and tricyclic antidepressants are 
other oral options for pain relief, and topical medications, 
including NSAIDs and lidocaine may be helpful (9). Calf 
muscle strengthening and stretching exercises can aid tis-
sue mobility and nerve mobility/gliding, as demonstrated 
in one of our cases (9). If conservative measures are not 
effective, surgical release treatment should be instituted 
(9). In cases of association with varicosities, the use of 
compressive socks aids to solve the symptoms, as shown 
in one of our cases.

Kim et al injected 0.5 mL of 0.5% lidocaine under ul-
trasound guidance at the site of nerve compression by the 
tibial artery (2). After the injection, the patient reported 
immediate resolution of the spontaneous paresthesia (2). 
However, this effect lasted a few minutes, with a gradual 
return of the usual symptoms (2). Six months later, she 
continued to have the same degree of mild paresthesia, 
without any worsening or improvement (2).

For all etiologies of tarsal tunnel syndrome, conser-
vative treatment (rest, walking boot, shoe wear modifi-
cations, physical therapy, ice application, anti-inflamma-
tory medication, strengthen the intrinsic and extrinsic 
muscles of the foot, anti-neuropathic pain medications, 
heat, and ultrasound) should be initiated before surgery. 
Also, weight loss for obese patients. In cases of nerve com-
pression with a space-occupying lesion, surgical decom-
pression in indicated. Timing of surgical intervention is 
also relevant, as chronic nerve compression leads to axo-
nal loss and intraneural fibrosis, which can be responsible 
for muscle wasting (10). Endoscopic tarsal tunnel decom-
pression is a safe procedure has a low rate of recurrence 

or failure despite allowing for near immediate ambula-
tion (11).

CONCLUSION

The reported cases demonstrate two cases of tarsal tunnel 
syndrome caused by vascular problems, pulsatility and 
tortuosity of the tibial artery and varicose plantar veins, 
two commonly misdiagnosed etiologies which needs the 
attention of the sonographer to diagnose the cause of tar-
sal tunnel syndrome and offer the adequate treatment.
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